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WHAT? its course lies mainly South instead of North of the 
ecliptic. The observatories of the Southern hemisphere 

An Austrian army, awfully arrayed, are few in number and far less completly equipped than 
Boldly by battery besieged Belgrade; those in the Northern, Since the methods of spectrum 
Cossack commanders cannonading come, 
Dealing destruction's devastating doom; analysis have been applied to the study of celestial ob-
Every endeavor engineers essay, jects it has been greatly desired that a large comet 
For fame, for fortune, fighting furious fray; would put in an appearance, so that it might be viewed 
Generals 'gainst generals grapple-gracious God by the new method, and see whether it would not be 
How hold heroic hearts hard hagiard hate I 
Infuriate, indiscriminate in all, shorn of some of the mystery that has heretofore en-
Jeered joins javelin, jager juvenile, veloped these strange bodies. 
Kinsmen kill kinsmen-kindred kindred kill; The results thus far attained by observations of 
Labor low levels longest, lofti~st lines;. [mines, comets are by no means sufficient to satisfy the mind. 
Men march 'mid mounds, 'mld moles, 'mId murderous . . 
Now noisy noxious numbers notice nought Some thtngs seem to be well settled. One of these 1S 
Of onward obstacles opposing ought; that their orbits are described under the same influence 
Poor patriots, partly purchased, partly pressed, that causes the planets to describe their orbits, the in-
Quite quailing, quaking, quickly quarter quest; fiuence that we call gravitation. But their paths are 
Reason returns, religion's right resounds, 
Suwarrow stops such sanguinary sounds. not restricted within any limits as to the direction in 
Truce then to Turkey-triumph to thy train I which they lie, or the degree of their eccentricity. 
Unjust, unwise, unmerciful Ukraine I Most of them are very IOllg, narrow elNpses, such that 
Vanish vain victory-vanish victory vain I • it will require them many hundreds, or even thousanas 
Why wish we warfare? Wherefore welcome were of years to describe, others are apparently parabolas or 
Xerxes, Ximenes, Xanthus, Xaviera? 
Yield I ye youths I ye yeomen, yield your yell I even hyperbolas, upon which a comet can come but 
Zeno's, Zarparrhe's, Zoroaster's Zeal, once into the neighborhood of the sun, and then recedes 
All, all arouse I all against arms appeal I I until it has passed entirely out of the solar system, per

chance to describe an orbit around some other sun. 

COMETS. 
Only a few move in orbits such that they have b~en 

seen to return more than once, at least in historic times, 
A f --. and it is from .ervations of these few that the principal 

ew days ago a ruspatch was rece1ved from Dr. conclusions of what may be called Cometary Astron-
Go~ld, of the Observatory of Cordob~, Buenos Ayres, omy have been deduced. Let me here state what some 
statlOg that a large comet was movlOg Northward, of these conclusions are: 
close to the sun. One day later another dispatch came, First. On approaching the suo, the diameter of a 
speaking of the comet, but said it was moving South. comet diminishes. The beautiful comet of 1858, shows 
There is, of course, some doubt, as to whether the dif- this: Its diameter when first seen on its approach, was 
ference in direction of the motion, was real or whether estimated at 5,600 miles, but when it had reached its 
it was only one of those clerical errors to such which perihelion point it was found to be oscillating between 
dispatches are specially liable. 900 and 400 miles in diameter, great changes taking 

Since the reception of this intelligence, we learn that place in a single day in this respect. 
the comet has been seen in Australia, and probably it is Sccolld. When near the sun the nuclei of comets are 
generally visible through the Southern hemisphere. subject to violent agitation, and to forces of some kind 

If it is true that the course of the comet was at first not now understood. The agitation is evident from the 
toward the North, and a day afterward to the South, sudden variations in diameter, and still more by jets or 
then we know that, ltke the great comet of 1843, it has eruptions which are thrown out with considerable fre
made a short tum around the suo, and started back in quence on the side next to the sun. It is a noticeable 
nearly the same direction in which it came, and 80 will fact that the diameter seems greater just before these 
not be visible to us in the Northern hemisphere. If, a8 eruptions take place. The unexplained part is, that 
indicated by Dr. Gould, this is really a large comet, we these Jets which are thrown out toward the sun appear 
may say that it is a great preaent loss to science, that to be strongly repelled by the sun, and are drawn back-
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ward into a train or tail, reaching back from the comet, are kept up in a large degree by fuel supplied from this 
and often constituting its most noticeable feature. source, and we are well aware that if by any slight mis· 

Tlli1'd. The substance of these comets which have chance (as we should term it), such a comet as that of'43 
returned to us several times, appear to be wasting away. should be turned even very slightly aside, so as to ~m· 
Enckes Comet, at its first appearance in 1828, had a pinge upon the sun, there would be such a development 
diameter of 323,000 miles, and when in the neighbor- of heat as would probably lead to the destruction of aU 
hood of the sun its diameter was still the as much as life upon the earth. It may be then, that in comtem· 
12,000 miles. When it was first seen in 1838, its diame- plating the "world of comets" we are directing our 
tel' was only 278,000 miles, and when nearest the sun thoughts at once to the indirect source of terrestrial 
on that trip, was only 3,000 miles in diameter. In life and death. 
1871, although every condition for observation was fa-
vorable, Prof. Hall says that, "Having seen this comet ART-STUDENT. 
at four returns, my impression is that it has been fainter 
during its present return than I ever saw it before." A STUDY. 

The comet of Biela gives still stronger evidence in the Technically Art has to do with Sculpture, Painting, 
same direction. This comet w~s seen in 1772, and re- Music, Poetry; but this is like putting an iron band 
turned each six and three-quarter years, until 1845. At around the word and bringing an extra twist to contract 
this last return it was found to be separated into two it. Art is a nobler word than to be thus treated. It is 
parts. The distance between thes parts was found to universal. It embraces all that is good and true and 
increase during the latter half of January and the first beautiful everywhere and in all things. Art has to do 
part of February, 1846, to the extent of 20,000 miles, with nature, therefore it has regard to material objects 
and when the comet returned, in August, 1852, instead and relations. Art has to do with man, therefore it has 
of the parts being reunited, they were found to be sep- regard to life and its seen and unseen relations. Art 
arated by a distance of 1,502,000 miles. Since this time has to do with God, therefore it is concerned with relig. 
other divisions have probably taken place, for although, ion. N ature-man-God, these form the grand basal 
it should have returned four times, it has not been seen. trinity of all things. Nature and man subordinate, and 
In 1872, on the morning of November 27th, the earth God supreme. These are the fountains of all truth, the 
passed through the path of Biela's comet, not far from center and circumference of all beauty. These working 
the place where the comet should have been, so near in their own spheres and according to their own laws 
that a collision would likely have taken place if the form the harmonies and beauties of the universe. The , 
comet had been at its post, but instead of seeing the grand symphony of the morning stars is but the echo of 
comet there appeared a shower of thousands of little these harmonies, and the expression in song of their 
brilliant shooting stars. beauties. The vital relation of Art to the student will 

This leads us to mention the last deduction, of which appear when we reflect that the student's·functions are 
we shall here take note. legitimate only when exercised with supreme regard to 

Fourth. The nature of the comet and the shooting nature, to man, and to God. Along these three, to the 
stars or meteors is the same, the difference in their ap- eye of sense, infinite lines, our subject carries us. An 
pearance is due to the dioflerence in m.itude. The exhaustive treatment of each ' would fill volumes, we 
little shooting star is too small to be visible until it comes must, therefore, be content with "chips." The true 
in contact with our atmosphere. The comet can be' seen student is not a specialist. The book of nature lies 
while at a condsiderable distance, and has perhaps, some open before him. Time enough is allowed for him to 
light of its own. master the contents of each page; when that time has 

As by repeated visits to the same neighborhood a expired the leaf is turned by an invisible hand, and if 
part of the substance of the comet is driven ofr to a the opportunity has been neglected, it is lost, never to 
great distance from the nucleus, forming a train, the return. Nature is the home of Art-the organum of 
little particles composing this train are exactly like the beauty. As God has filled the air with oxygen, the 
meteors of which we have spoken. The great meteoric earth with the principle of fecundity, the mountains with 
showers are produced by the earth passing through gold, silver and precious stones, so He has filled to over· 
the debris that lie in the wake of comets that were for- flowing, nature with art elements, yea with the very 
merly more significant than at present. The Novem- essence of Art. Nature is the work shop of Art, the 
bel' shower follows a little comet first seen by Tempel picture gallery of Jehovah. The sun, almost omnip<r 
in 1865, and the August shower lies along the orbit tent, the great wonder worker, is also full of gentleness 
first seen in 1862. Other and less noticeable meteor in his art operations. His art is almost miraculous in 
showers are associated with other comets. There are the ease with which the greatest results are obtained 
many questions connected with the nature, origin and from apparently insignificant means, and it is wonderful , 
ultimate destination of these bodies, which give great in its beauty and sublimity. Witness the majesty and 
interest to the study of cometary astronomy. Accord· grandeur, and gorgeousness with which, on the western 
ing to some, our supplies of heat received from the sun homon, he lingers to say good.night to those whom he 
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blessed with his benificent presence during the day; also I that force in nature which takes from the sap its nutri
with what ease, he, penetrating the slant of the rain tive qualities and forms the fruit- -the magnetism of 
drops, paints on the blue sky, the beautiful symbol of soul is to man spiritual, as that force in nature which 
God's love, and the prophecy of man's glorious future gives aroma, hue and color to the flowers. These are 
in the great hereafter. From these and kindred scenes, Art's instruments in building up humanity, in making 
we learn how noble is the union of gentleness and pow- the human godlike, in preparing man for his place in 
.er, and that the lower and commOn things of life may the eternal picture gallery of living subjects. These 
be so used as to reflect the beauty and glory of the instruments are found in all man's past, in all the expe
infinite. Every force in nature is an artist with won- rience of his thought and feeling, and life. Hence the 
drous power and skill, The music of the spheres is the human becomes intimately related to Art the mo
more than a figure of speech; it is a sweet reality, but ment the student attitude is taken. Along these mag
is heard only by him whose ear is attuned to nature's netic lines Art transmits the thoughts of the ages, as 
melodies by a reverent love, i. e. by the true student. electricity carries on the slender wire the thoughts of 
There are two kinds or ways of studying nature. The one the living present. The student is the high priest stand
for convenience, we may call the mechanical. Analysis ing at the altar of humanity, in the great temple uni
is its instrument, destruction its necessary result. The versal, to unite nature, man, and God in an eternal bond 
botanist, tearing to pieces the beautiful flowers and of grace and beauty. His instrument is Art. It is his 
writing on their several parts, unpronounceable names, to interpret the harmonies of Deity, to translate and 
the geologist with hammer and bag, breaking the beau- incarnate the music of the eternal, and sing it in the pal
tiful rocks into fragments; the chemist with his elabor- aces and the lowly cottages of earth. Art is the ulti
ate apparatus for resolving nature's works into their mate expression of being. Its great word to the stu
separate elements, detaching forces that had become as dent is, "Be True." No emotion, no thought, no act, 
one in their beautiful union, (thus instituting a divorce no life is beautiful save that which is true. Art has no 
court in the very temple of nature). These are illustra- higher mission than to make men so acquainted with 
tions of the mechanical and lower way of studying na- truth, that they shall endeavor to act, and think, and 
ture. These are but iconoclasts. They are the special- speak, and live truly. The most beautiful "frescoing" 
ists and their number is always small. They are the' of the soul is that produced by true feeling, true think
necessary antecedents of the other and higher class to ing and true acting. 
which all may belong. In the second class are all those =================== 
who study nature in her combinations, who read and I ... nn II 11 .mll mil 
inwardly digest her object lessons. In this class we find _~ '!PJ elJ IJJe ~ e .~JJJJJJeIlJJJ' 
subordinate divisions, at least, two. The one, content 
with perceiving and enjoying nature, the other quick- TE~MS INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE, 

Ono OoPr. one ,0.', fl.OO, SIX Ooploo, ono ,oa" f8 .00. 
ened to a creative inspiration by a knowledge of nature's 
productions. The persons of this latter division are 
erroneously called artists as distinguished from the oth
er . . The truth is, we are all artists and cannot help it. 
By our very nature we are all in the workshop, work
ers in wood, or metal, or stone, or brass, or iron, or ideal 
forms, or incorporeal forces. We are producing daily, 
the chips are constantly flying from our canvass, stone, 
or thought. The end of this earthly life finishes this 
earthly work; after that our workshop is changed and 
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our work, too; but Art endures and never wrinkles THE Law Class held an election the other day. 
with age. The student is one who by the very fact that This statement will not be news to any person, who, 
he is a student has published to the world that he recog- unfortunately, chanced to be within fourteen blocks of 
nizes this artistic fact respecting himself, and that he the University during the progress of that election. To 
has resolved to make the best work possible to him. become an officer of the Law class is, in the truest sense 
No one male or female is worthy of the name of student of the word, an honor. It is a position conferring such 
who is not inspired and possessed through and through power and preference, it is such a golden prize that 
with this artist conception concerning this life. With- ·muny a prospective legal light, with insatiable ambition 
out this conception nature is a blank or a Patent Office and unhallowed aspirations coveted the aforesaid golden 
Bureau. Art is the teacher of the beautiful in nature prize. The aftllir was evidently elaborately worked up, 
and an inspirer of the desire for the beautiful in life. All the finest forms of persuasion were used; all the 
The student's relation to his fellow-men is an artistic noblest arts of diplomacy were ~ed. Of course, one 
one, The magnetism of body is to man physical as candidate was elected, That is, some say he was; oth
that force in nature which gives life and motion to the ers say he was not. It was a quiet and orderly election, 
sap-the magnetism of mind is to man intellectual, as Some of the furniture was left, 
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IN the memory of many, almo t every graduating Charles N. Hunt, Sophy W. Hutchlnson, Maime L. 
class had class day exercises; a pleasant feature of Loring, Oliver P. Myers, William V. Smith, Simon H. 
commmencement. It is sincerely regretted by many Snyder, Lyle F. Sutton, Florence. A. Vanderpoel, Lou 
that the custom has not been followed out during the Younkin. All could not be chosen, hence, all could not 
last few years. Early in the present school year Pres- be pleased. The selection is, in the main, good and meets 
ident Pickard announced to the Senior class that time with a general approval. Supposed general ability was 
would be granted them during Commencement week for the basis of cboice; a violent supposition in one or two 
class day evercises. The Seniors immediately voted to instances. Later advices give O. P. Myers the Vale
have a class day. At a meeting held March I3th, a dictory. The honor of the Salutatory oration is divided 
programme was drafted and members were elected to between Miss M. L. Loring and Mr. A. S. Young. 
appear. After two hours' ballotting the result stood as Miss Loring will have the honor of delivering the Salu .. 
follows: Valedictorian, Belle M. Gilcrest; Salutatorian, tatory oration and Mr. Young the equal honor of the 
Hattie J. Dennis; Poet, John M. Helmick; Historian, the Philosphical oration. 
Otto A. Byington; Prophet, Alfred C. Kelley. Toasts, 
Arthur E. Goshorn and Clara E. Coe. Five minute 
speeches, John Jones, Granville S. Trobridge, Frank 
N. Funk, A. Dean Robinson. 

LOCAL. 

-Football is lively. 

-Baseball is brightening up . 
. PROF. RICHARD A. PROCTOR, the renowned English 

A -Drill commences May first. stonomer, lectured at the Opera House, Friday eve-
ning, March I2th. His subject was "The birth and -Junior contest sometime in May. 
death of worlds." It was a concise but comprehensive -" A pair of boxing gloves for sale cheap." Inquire 
view of the leading principles in Astronomy, and of the of Brown. 
advanced ideas and theories of that science. Professor The medic halls are lonely, 
Proctor has the rare faculty of saying much in a few And stiffs DOW have a rest. 
words; and his lecture was full of interest and instruc- -Juniors are to have ten lectures on meteorology
tion. It was a summary of the leading theories and seven this term, and three the next. 
facts, which are scattered through many volumes of _" Are you wound up for to-day's grind?" has been 
astronomical works. The difficulty of comprehending asked every morning for the last two weeks. 
and appreciating lectures of this nature arises from the -The Laws cannot go home to see, etc., this vaca-
use of technical phrases and obscure principles; but tion. Lectures continue until commencement. 
Prof. Proct?r's statements were so ~oncise and his argu- _ The library will not be open during vacation. All 
ment so logical, that they were readily understood. Un- holding books which fall due during that time will be 
f?rtunately the s~pply of oxygen, to be used i~ i1~ustra- given one week's grace. 
tlOg the lecture by photographs and draWings, w.as -The students orAnn Arbor, have raised a purse of 
allowed t~ escape, hence that pleasant feature was dls- $300.00, to prosecute the cit ,for the false imprison-
pen sed With. ment of some of their numbe/ 

-.student: "The object of description, is to tell all 
HERETOFORE the. Com~encement orators have not we know about any object." Prof.: "And it wouldn't 

been announced until the mld~le of May, or later, but, take some of us very long either." S. mournfully sits. 
contrary to custom, the selechons were made much ear- W thO k 't ld b d'd t . t 
li h· Th' .. 'd d d - e 10 I wou e a goo 1 ea 0 appom a 

er t IS year. e lOnovahon IS consl ere a goo one. 'tt t t b k t h th uld t . ,. comml ee on ex - 00 s, 0 see weer we co no 
The Semors were requested to hand m their second ora- b t1 t h lIt Wh '11 t t th ball 
tion by the 5th of March; those who saw fit to finish ufr l~m a W 0 esa e ra es. 0 WI S ar e 
their's a few days or a few months later, would be de- ro 109 . ., 

barred from appearing at Commencement. Every ora- -Sernor . officers for Spnng term, 80: Pres. A. S. 
tion was handed in on time, which, judging from the Young; Vice Pres. F. A. Remley; ~ec. Sec., H. C. 
past prompness of the class in such matters, conclUsively Truesdale; Cor. Sec., Jos. W. Blythm; Treas., John 
proves that every Senior had a faint hope, at least of Jones, Jr. 
being struck by lightning, that is, of appearing at Com- -Is it not about time that something was done about 
men cement. The President called the Senior class Capt. Chester's sword? It is a disgrace to the students 
together on March 9th, and read the names of those to let it run along 80. Better late than never, but better 
selected. Many a Senior's pulse beat at 250. There never late. 

was much fear and trembling; many pallid counten- -Prof. Proctor's ~cture was exceedingly interesting 
ances, many white lips. The following fifteen members and instructive. It was a great disappointment, how
w~re chosen: Frank Bond, Fred Bond, LeODa Call, ever, to the audience, that he was unable to present hit 
Olin S. Fellows, John D. Gardner, Emerson Hough, illustration •. 
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-If you see a sad looking Junior, you may make up whites should have the attack and that we should alte;-
your mind that it is on account of chemistry. So many 
wanted to be examined, but the Prof. wouldn't listen to 
it, not even for a Junior. 

-" The Hig/zer Crtlture" (Wood's), bound in pamphlet 
form, with a few items additional, and a saloon adver
tisement, will be on sale at the book stores soon. Price 
ten cents. Ask for The V£dette. 

-Officers of Junior Class, for Spring term, 'So: Pres., 
C. H. Day; Vice-Pres., C. R. Leonard; Rec. Sec., 
Miss L. Lewis; Cor. Sec., W. S. Jordan; Treas.,1. B. 
Henyan; Editor, Miss M. F. Clark. 

~ The following are the officers of the Symmathian 
Society for the Spring term, 'So: Pres., W. H. Selleck; 
Vice-Prees., -. Danskin; Rec. Sec., W. Martin; Cor. 
Sec., P. H. Grimm; Treas., -. Kelso; Sergo at Arms, 
B. F. McLoney. 

- Officers of Zetagathian for spring term, 'So: Pres
ident, W. V. Smith; Vice President, A. E. Hitchcock; 
Recording Secretary, R. B. Wilcox; Corresponding 
Secretary, J. W. "Kime; Treasurer, W. W. Shaffer; 
Sergeants-at-Arms, F. K. Van Fossen and Charles 
Maris. 

- Freshman officers for the ensuing term: Presi
dent, T. G. Newman; Vice President, -Morgan; Sec
retary, W. N. Baker~ Treasurer, F. L. Fuller; Ser
geants-at-Arms, Rorabaugh, Watkins; Ushers, John
son, Harris. 

-It would be a good thing for the boys who crowd 
around our Society halls, and create disturbance, to re
member that Mr. Tomlin has been appointed policeman 
at the University buildings, and has power to arrest any 
one for disorderly conduct. 

-The Sophomores elected the following officers at 
their last meeting: Pres., R. G. Morrison; Vice Pres., 
G. K. Reeder; Rec. Sec., Miss Abbie S. Ellis; Cor. 
Sec., H. E. Blazier; Editor, S. A. Ogle; Sergo at Arms, 
W. C. Burton; Joker, C. W. Bricker; Chaplain,-. 

-This being the last issue of TliE REPORTER with 
which we have the honor to be connected, we bid our 
readers farewell. If the relief to the readers is as great 
as it is to ourself, there is much cause for satisfaction. 
Our relations with the associate editors have been most 
happy, and will long be remembered with pleasure. 
We now resign the "local ship" to the guidance of a 

nate in moving first. After we had played two games 
in this manner, Mr. Brown informed me that there were 
'bets' on the game and that his friends were unwilling 
to have him continue the game unless I would permit 
him to use the blacks every game. This I declined to 
do, but oftered to refer the matter to a referee. Which 
proposition Mr. Brown refused to accept, and by note 
of 15th inst., surrendered the games, but claimed the 
right of presenting his side of the case in the REPORTER, 
Hence this explanation." 

THE I •• ORTAL SIXTEEN. 

Tbrougb tbe length of the land there is gone a decree, 
Like the laws of the M'edes, from the powers that be 

Which fix imperial sbeen, . 
A halo of brightneas which ever shall rest, 
And resplendently sparkle from every proud crest, 

Which adorns the immortal sixteen. 

The rewards and the honors which labor bestows 
And that heavenly peace which an honest soul.Jtnow8, 

Is modestly here to be seen. 
And sheaves of remorse from some evil seed sown 
And fears, lest some ways that are dark may be known, 

Haunt not the im~ortal sixteen. 

They have patiently labored and longed for the day 
And goaded the" Ponies" in haste on the way, 

With ever a smile serene, 
Their comrades and rivals are left in the shade, 
And the purpose is gained, for which have been made . 

The favored immortal sixteen. 

Too tender, too pure, for this footstool of clay, 
ltwere well if the fates would quick take them away, 

Where all things are holy and clean. 
For their life's work is finished; their labor is done, 
They are ripe for the curtain of oblivion 

To conceal the immortal sixteen. 

The harvest is past and the reapers discreet, 
Have carefully fanned all the chaff from the wheat: 

Not a grain has been left to glean. 
May Zeus from his throne loud proclaim the great worth, 
And Mercury bear the decree through the earth 

Which exalts the immortal sixteen. 

A standard of excellence now is set forth, 
That future aspirants may know the full worth 

Of every full cup they may drean. 
This standard of choice is both simple and BOund, 
Indorse it ambitious ones, if you'd be found 

In a future immortal sixteen. • H. 

better and abler man. We take pleasure in introducing OB/TUlR Y • 
• 

to you Mr. Ogle, a gentleman in every way qualified to.. , . 
fill the position of local editor. MISS Belle M. Whitney, a member of class 77. died 

-The following is Mr. Remley'S explanation of the at her hom~ in ~ioux.county, February 15,1880. She 
breaking up of the chess match between Mr. Brown ~ndured a lmgermg SIckness of several weeks, ere death 
and himself. Of the six formal and informal games called her hence. 
played between the two gentlemen, Mr. Remley has Samuel A. Stover, Law '77, died in Texas last No--
won four, Mr. Brown one, and one wall drawn: "Ar- vember. 
rangements were made by Mr. Brown and myself to Almost every month brings the sad news of the death 
playa series of games of chess, as announced in the last of former University students, who have faUen early in 
REPORTER, one of the rules agreed upon being that the the battle of life. , 
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IHYING EXHIBITION. well, marred occasionally by partial aphasia, the result 
of naso-pharyngial catarrh, bronchitis, and coryca. 

On the evening of March 19th, Iowa City was again Next on the affirmative appeared Mr. A. C. Kelley. 
convulsed by an entertainment which had the merit of It is said that" two Sir Positives can scarcely meet with· 
being unique, at least, if not original. Nme representa- out a skirmish," and true did it prove in this case. But 
tive Irvings, with shoes polished and hair combed, Mr. Kelley was reinforced by the Okolona States, whose 
silently glided in upon the stage of the Opera House, powerful influence made the audience tremble with fear 
by the back entrance, and all at once, or very nearly so, of secession. Mr. Kelley is very persuasive. He talks 
sat down. The audience gazed amazed. Little did in the gentlest of tones, though occasionally, it must be 
they think that behind the placid, unsmiling exteriors confessed, he electrified 'his dozing audience with an 
of that gallant nine were concealed sounds so fearful exceedingly sonorous kind of parlor eloquence. 
and ominous, else they had gone mad. At length the Telescopes and opera-glasses were now directed 
verbal pyrotechny began, and toward the stage, and soon was discovered the little 

"The air grew denser. man from Rock Island, Mr. H. C. Truesdell. Words 
Perfumed from an unseen censer." flowed from this" silver tongued orator" of the Seniors 

Mr.]. D. Gardner, charged with the warlike spirit of "sweeter than honey." He sang the destructive march 
"Hermann and Bismarck," fired the salute. Wild was of the North and rhapsodied the sufferings of the South. 
the crash. Varus was defeated and Augustus mourned He was the Apollo of the evening, and terrible was 
for hiS'legions. With great earnestness, Mr. Gardner the twang of his" silver bow." 
set forth the "blood and iron" policy of Bismarck. "The Literary Nightmare" was delivered by Mr. C. 
Very adroitly the speaker told the story of Bismarck at C. Clark, in a manner which tickled the audience 
Sadowa, and the exclusion of Austria from the German hugely. Mr. Clark is certainly very superior in scmt
Empire, exploded a few specially prepared rhetorical sion. 
sky-rockets and took his seat. Mr. Gardner's gestures Next glided modestly to the front Mr. Emerson 
were after the manner of a very nicely adjusted Hough, of Newton, Iowa. He wanted to tell the 
pump-handle-very emphatic, very unvarying, and tale of "The Cenci," but he was too modest. No! 
always on one side. , it would excite the audience too much. He would not 

Mr. W. F. Skinner, in the manner of a most pleasing tell the unmentionable tale of "The Cenci," but would 
automaton, rendered that exquisite poem, "The Last rather pronounce a eulogy upon female virtue. This 
Days of Herculaneum." Mr. Skinner presents a most Mr. Hough did in a manner exceedingly unique and 
graceful appearance on the stage. He pronounced the Houghian. It reminded us of Galvani's experiment 
words of this really affecting poem with all the distinct- on the frogs. How they did kick when a pole of the 
ness, precision and expression of a telegrapher's sounder. battery was applied them! Now may not Mr. Hough 
Applause and boquets greeted his departure. have a very:absorptivelymagneticorganism? May not 

Mr. O. A. Byington delivered the middle oration, on the animal magnetism generated by a large audience 
"Genius." Mr. Byington is an editor of THE REPORT- have been transferred to him through certain lines of 
BR, which is deemed sufficient comment. polarization, producing those involuntary convulsioDS \ 

Mr. F. S. Rice, the first debater on the question, IWhich occasionally marred Mr. Hough's delivery. 
"Should the Republican party make the Southern ques- Manner and matter excepted, Mr. Hough was beyond 
tion the main issue in 1880." stepped boldly to the front. criticism. 
His voice was like the falling of many waters, and his Comparing the Irving and Zetagathian exhibitions, 
gestures resembled, in their ubiquity, the rising mists we find a great resemblance throughout. The music 
which encircle and overarch the plunging cataract. of the former excelled the latter, the programme of the, 
But that voice! No one who heard the speech will ever latter excelled the former. Ingham's impassioned elo
forget it! It w()uld ring like a marriage chime, then quence found its counterpart in Gardner's polished 
fall deeper, deeper, the air would grow thicker, the delivery. Burckle and Skinner were taught in the same 
walls would shake, the lights would flicker, cheeks school. Wood's tingling sarcasm was offset by Bying
would blanch, and eyes start from· their sockets, then ton's "Genius." Fellows' argument was balanced by 
would follow an ominous silence-a rhetorical pause. Rice's elocution; Vandepoel's plethora of words, by 
Mr. Rice made an effective speech, and, had the judges Snyder'S misty mirage of ideas; Howard's rhetorical 
been sitting where he could have had a fair show at all pauses, by Kelley's vocal vigor; and Goshorn's fiery 
of them at the same time, he would without doubt have oratory was but the upper harmonics of Truesdell's 
frightened them into an affirmative decision. music. In comedy we have never seen anything like 

The first speaker in the negative was Mr. S. H. Sny- Newcomb and Clark, neither do we wish to. Last of 
der. Three causes operated to slightly disappoint the all, Hunt and Hough. The one was a complete" reve
audience. Mr. Snyder was not feeling well, Mr. Sny- lation;" the other wished to be also, but was afraid of 
der was tired, Mr. Snyder was on the wrong side of the i exciting the audience, hence was only a partial" revela
question. However, Mr. Snyder talked democratically tionl" 
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PERSONAL. nothing in comparison with most of its compeers, many 
of them would be sadly empty if their literature were 

Michael Austin, LL. B. '74 is Mayor of Toledo, removed, and the variety lends an added charm to the 
lowa. best of them. 

F. G. Hersey is Deputy Sheriff of Cedar county, The Collegian and Neotf»'ia1l (shades of lexicogra. 
Iowa. phers, what a name!) contains an article written in the 

A. B. '77 and LL. B. '79 has just gone to Colorado reformed spelling, which is decipherable but by no 
.springs to spend a few months in the office of Hon. E. means pleasant to read on account of the sense of some· 
A. Colburn.. thing wrong which distracts the reader on every en· 

'79, W. A. Pottle, a former member of class '79, counter with an "ar," a "hav," an "aI," etc. Aside 
when last heard from, was at Battle Creek, Michigan, from this the Collegian is well edited and readable, a 
'for his health. little too didactic and moral-essay-like perhaps, but bet· 

H. J. Bentley, at one time a prominent member of ter that than pert and brainless flippancy. 
Zetagathian Society, is in the jewelry business at Wau- The Oberli" Review pours out upon us a shower of 
kon, Iowa. He is married and happy, we suppose. abuse and hard words, which remind us of the Ken· 

Two "News Letter" personals interest this column. tucky governor who wrote to Lincoln that his call for 
. It tells us, "J. S. Marvin, claSs '75, is teaching, etc., in t~oops wa.s "il.legal, unconstitutional, i~hum~n, ~evolu

Minneapolis," and, "Mary E. Apthorpe, '67, is teacher bonary, dla~ohcal, and not to be com~lied wlth. W~ 
<>f Greek in the Iowa City Academy." It should have have no. eplthets to waste on the Revtew exch~nge edi .. 
said, "John T. Marvin, S. U. I., '75," for he took his tor. Hls remarks on typography prove hlm to be 
degree here. Miss Apthorp has added nothing to her blind, and ~e are far too charit~ble. to v~l~fy a blind 
name during the long years the "News Letter" has ~an, especl~l~y whe~ symptoms of 1mbecllity . render 
forgotten her and her Academy "Greek" is good hlm more pltlable sttll. The body of the RevIew, the 
"German." , literary department in particular, is up to its usual high 

standard of excellence. 
EXCHANGES. 

The Tri1lity Tablet deserves· a good deal of praise for THE COLLEGE WORLD. 
general excellence and good sense, diversified also by a 
due amount of fun, which is rather heavy and lumber- Rutgers College has conferred the degree of Ph.D. 
ing in quality. on T. A. Edison, the inventor. 

The Berkleya1l has changed from a monthly in mag- Blaine graduated at Washington College, Pennsylva· 
azine form to a hi-weekly paper-accepting with start- nia. It is said that during his four years he never miss· 
ling rapidity our suggestion of last month-and the ed an exercise. 
Student Life now comes to our table a suhstantiallook- The largest endowed colleges, with their endowments 
ing magazine. We consider the change an improve- are as follows: Columbia, $5,000,000; Johns Hopkins 
ment in both cases. University, $3,000,00; Harvard, $2,500,000; Cornell, 

And here comes a new flower of Southern enterprise, $2,000,000; Princeton, $1,0<)0,000; Tufts, $750,000; 
the Emory Mirrf»', from Georgia. The hud is not to Brown, $720,000; Lafayette, $600,000; Yale, $300,000. 
be judged with that severity which we exercise toward Princeton (future) telescope, 22 inch; Harvard Col • 

. a full-blown flower, or an old seed as it were, but with lege, 15 inch; Hamilton, 15 inch; Michigan University, 
due allowance for youth and immaturity. We cannot 12.5 inch; Vassar, 12 inch; Oxford, England, 22.2 inch; 
predict a brilliant future for the Mirror " it has our hest Cambridge, England, 12 inch. The Princeton glass 
wishes, however. has been ordered from Clark, of Cambridge, Massa-

The Cornell Era (Ithaca, N. Y.) has been receiving c~usetts. It will be the fifth or sixth in size in the world. 
a good deal of attention and commendation for its re- -Pri,lCetonia". 
ports of Prof. Von Holst's lectures. The lectures are There are 425 colleges in the United States, or one 
no more seemingly, and a painful emptiness now reigns to every 100,000 inhabitants. New York has one to 
supreme over the Eral But on reflecting that it is a 320,000; Massachusetts one to 230,000; Connecticut one 
weekly, and dividing the average editorial wit and wis- to 200,000; Rhode Island one to 160,000; Pennsylvania 
dom by four, we are disposed to retract any thoughtless one to 135,000; Illinois one to 100,000; Tennessee one 
stricture on the Era, and admit its vigor and success. to 95,000; Maryland and Missouri one to 90,000; Ohio 

The Mercury entirely excludes literary matter, and one to 80,000; Iowa one to 7o,000.-Ex. 
devotes its well-filled columns altogether to news and Yale has graduated 4 signers of the Declaration of 
editorials. This is a move in the right direction, but Independence; 140 members of the U. S. House of Rep
carried too far, we think, and while the Mwcury's resentativesj 44 U. S. Senators; 15 embassadors to 
crowded local columns and pertinent editorials sufter foreign courts; 16 cabinet officers, including Mr. Ev-
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arts; 16 lieutenant-governors and 29 governors of States; "What quantities of dried gra-sses you keep here:, 
our present chief justice; the lexicographers, Webster Miss Stebbins! Nice room for a donkey to get into.'" 
and Worcester; 4 presidents of theological seminaries; "Make yourself at home," she responded with sweet 
65 presidents of colleges; and 252 professors in colleges gravity. 
and professional schools. Fr.~shman (in Algebra), while the Professor's back is, 
_ We give the result of the voting at various colleges, turned (in a whisper): "Say, how do you get that 

on the four leading candidates: quantity out from under the radical?" Another fresh-

. ,Amherst, .... 
Bates, .....• 
Brown, .... . 

, Harvard, ... . 
Phil. Ex. Acad., 
Syracuse, ... 
Trinity, •.... 

: Williams, ...• 
Yale, ...•.. 

Bayard. Graut. Sherman. Blalne. Total Votes. man (consolingly): "Rub it out." , 

23 48 87 54 290 "A place for everything, and everything in its place.'" 
~ ~ 5 5~ 88 A man at Yale nails his slippers on the wall, four feet 

14
6 

43 46 ;~ up, and then all he has to do of an evening is to wheel 
233 139 78 his easy chair up in front of the fire, and pull out his. 

17 32 22 7 165 meerschaum."-Amherst. 
13 10 9 34 One of the questions in geography was, "What is 

39 29 5 : 9
1 

the cause of the tides?" The sub-Fresh who gave ,as 
8~ 84 37 ~ 23° an answer, "The Almighty!" has concluded not to en-

21
3 

20
5 1 3 

82
4 ter this university but to go directly to a theological 

415 632 553 535 2678 seminary,-Cornell Review. 

CLIPPINGS. 
Tntor in Rhetoric: "Can you give me any familiar 

example, sir, of a highly figurative style? Something 
. not in the text-books?" Fresh: "Take your d-d 

At Amherst the proof sheets .of- ~he OlIO must' be canal boats out of the way, you lop-eared pelican of the. 
handed to the Faculty before publicatton. desert! " , I got it from an '82 man this roorning, sir." 
, Madison University has six literary societies and two -Acta. , 

chapters of Greek literature organizations. For a few moments the President surveyed the un-
A Fre~hman at Madison knocked down a professor dergraduate with an expression of mingled commisera-

for having mistaken him for one of the Sophomores. tion and disgust, and finally he exclaimed, "Been on a 
Dartmouth students have been deprived of the right drunk!" The half-conscious student rallied his stray

of voting, by an act of the New Hampshire legislature. ing senses, and with a gleam of good fellowship 'in his 
Cervantes has said, "Everyone is son of his own eyes, somewhat disrespectfully ejaculated, "So-hic

works." This makes the great Krupp a son of a gun. have I! "-Ex. 
President Angel, of Michigan University, in his re- The subject of forming a press association, first sug

port for 1879, cl!lims that coeducation is a success in gested by the Spectator, and agitated by the Acta, is 
that institution. exciting considerable interest among college journals. 

A freshman is responsible for the £ollowin~; "Why The object of the proposed association, as stated by the 
• is a student like a hand organ? Because, when forced Acta, are the interchange of views upon matters con-

to it, he can be made to grind."-EcllO.... ceming college journalism, from which good results 

At Mississippi College the matriculants are obliged to m~ght be expected, .and the pro~otion of an ent~nt6 cor
give up their fire-arms and sign a paper promising to dlale among the edItors of the dIfferent college Journals. 
carry none during their connection with the college. The following is from a letter of Dio Lewis: "Within 

Professor in German to Junior: "In the sentence, a half a century no young man addicte~ to the use of 
'Jehovah made for him a female companion,' what da- tobacco has graduated at the hea,d of hIS class at Har
tive is the phrase' for him?'" Junior': "A clear case, vard ~ollege, though five out of SlX of the s~ud~nts have 
a very clear case of disadvantage."-CamptlS. used It. The chances, you see, were five 10 SIX that a 

Fre hma taki lk 11 b 
smoker or chewer would graduate at the head of his. 

s n, ng a wa comes upon a sma sno, , , 
h . t I' t t' h lb h d class If tobacco does no harm. But dunng half a cen-w 0 IS srugg 109 0 ge a w ee arrow over a ar , , 

la d hel h' t S II S "S M' t tury not one vIctIm of tobacco was able to come out 
p ce, an ps un ou. rna .: ay, IS er, h d" 
you're a freshman, ain't you?" F. mentally swears-off a ea . 
on wheelbarrows.-Ex. President Eliot, in his last report, quotes the recently 

Sc t W 'll' J' t I tin' N T t adopted resolution of the Massachusetts Medical Soci-
ene a 1 lams. uruor rans a g ewes a- .. h d " f . . 
t "A d th 'th L d 'd th L d 'd ety, authonzmg tea miSSIOn 0 women to exammatiOn men . n e-an - e or sal - e or sal., . 

t M "H h h 't t d d I k d al as candIdates to fellowship; and says thereafter: "ThIS 
~n lo oses., hboere he be~1 a e ls' an 00 e dappeh' - action cannot but suggest the inquiry whether it be ex-
mg y at a nelg r, W 0 elOg a 0 unprepare ,w 1S- d' H . ' . 

" . '" . '" pe lent that arvard Umvers1ty should make no ~ro-
pe,red, SkIp It. J~?r:, golOg on: And th~ Lord vision for educating acIass of persons who are "dnllssi .. 
sald unto Moses, skIp It. General consternation en- ble as members of. so ancient and respectable a profe8-
sued.-Harvard Echo. sional body as the Massachusetts Medical Society." 
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J. II. W 'LLIAlISON. Editor. 

I instituted against our friend Mac., and in the mean
time the electIOn has been declared void and a new one 
called for. Mac. says he will again exercise his right 
of franchise. Mac's head is level, and his opponents 
will discover that he knows enough to take care of him-

-- Judge Haddock gave the class a course of very in- self. 

structive lectures during the three days abs:nce of Ch~n- _ A great deal of silly talk and bombast is being 
cellor Hammond. Abstracts was the subject of whlch indulged in by certain persons concerning the conduct 

the Judge treated. of members of the law class on the evening after class 
- " No more class elections this year; thank the ~lection. Several reports that are both untrue and un

Lord," said a perspiring candidate, whO failed to win fair, have reached our ears. These reports come from 
the race, obtain the prize and wear the fleeting honors. I persons too, who ought to know better, and who ought 
"So mote it be," heartily responded the janitor. to have sense enough, at least, to investigate matters 

-r J. B. McFarlane was called suddenly home, Tues- before they begin to gossip about afiilirs that in no wi e 
day night, on account of the 'illness of his father. His concern them. It is true that the boys met in a room, 
parents reside in Pennsylvania. Our best· wishes go in a quiet way, some of them drank beer, and they had 
with J. B. and we hope he may soon return to resume a few speeches. It is untrlle, however, that any of them 
his studies. were drunk; it is tmtrlle that there was any boisterous 

- The Commencement exercises of the Law Depart- conduct or carousing. Wouldn't it be well for those 
ment of the State University of Missouri were held on who can't tell the truth to say nothing? 

the 25th of March. Chancellor Hammond was present I ' _ With this issue of TilE REPORTER we put off our 
~nd delivered an address. We venture the opinion that I editorial mantle. step aside and make room for the .com
lt was a good one. ing man, Henry L. Todd. Our connection with THE 

- The average" Law" is beginning to think about REPORTER has been very pleasant to us, and our only 
writing a thesis. No doubt many of the class will be regret is that we did not have more time to spare in 
on the anxious seat until after the choice of commence- the prosecution of our editorial duties. The work of 
ment speakers has been made. Don't worry too much, the class room and lecture room is imperative; it is par
boys, about the matter. amount to all others and when it_has been sufficiently 

-Judge L,ove ended his labors with the class, for the looked after little time remains for anything else. Our 
winter term, on Friday morning, March 19th. During REPORTER work has been done by piece-meal, and from 
his stay of seven weeks the] udge led the class through the very nature of things it could not have been done ,in 
the mysteries of Contracts, Agency, Partnership, Notes the most satisfactory manner. We desire to return our 
and Bills, and Sales. He will return to us next term, thanks to our many friends who have given us words of 
and take up the subject of Admiralty Practice, b,ut only encouragement and assistance, 'and as we bow ourself 
for a wl:!ek. out we feel certain that our pen has fallen into abler and 

- The class saw fit, at the Quaker election, a few worthier hands. 

days since, to create several new offices, in order, no - The profession of law is a life-long study. It is . 
doubt, that more of our number might be honored. one that cannot be learned in one year, two years, nor 
Some are disposed to look upon this as a wise proced- ten years, but only by a life of devoted toil. The law
ure, while "thers are disposed to criticise it, and call it yer of to-day must be not only thoroughly versed in the 
a foolish movt'ment. Well, if it is foolish, all WI:! have principles of the law and skilled in their application, but 
to say is, "Dulce est desipere in loco." to attain average success he must possess a knowledgt' 

- Since tht last number of THE REPORTER made its of men, and things in general. In these times .of gen
appearance the law class has had a number of visitors, eral education it won't answer for a lawyer to lack a 
and some very good speeches from several of the visit- knowledge of the English branches. , This he must 
ors. Of all the remarks made, those uttered by Mr. have, or fall behind in the race. The education 
--, Esq., one of Davenport's ablest .and most noted must be had before entering the profession or after
attorneys, were by far the best. Every sentence, wards by hard knocks and severe training. A fair 
almost, contained a valuable suggest ton to the Mtudent understanding, also, of other callings and methods of 
of law. We hope that the class may have the pleasure business is needful. The customs of merchants, the 
ure of hearing from him again at some future day. workings of railways, transportation by land and sea, 

,- W. M. McFarland went to his home in Brooklyn, the management of corporations and farms, all demand 
Iowa, on election day and voted for municipal officers the la~yer's ~ttenti~n. Without some information of 
for the city of Brooklyn' His vote made a tie for coun- ~uch thmgs, hlS serVlces are often of n.o u~e. A correct 
cilman in his ward and if his man were counted in the tdea of them may be learned by application and obser
council would be ~ tie. Legal proceedings have been vation, two essential qualities of the lawyer's nature. 
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But not only must the lawyer spend years in the study I had been in English law. The notion of a natural law 
of judicial decisions and statutes of the past; he must con.stantly growing and developing from the nature of 
keep apace with the times. The law of the past is man, and changing its phases to adapt itself to changes 
sometimes a dead letter so far as if applies to cases of in nature and to surrounding circumstances, has hardly 
the present. The habits of men and their methods of yet found a place in the minds of . our lawyers and 
doing business are constantly changing, and to serve judges. But while the error has been common to the 
the ends of his calling the lawyer cannot aftord to lag entire profession, it has for several reasons been pecul
behind the times. iarly influential in the teaching of the schools, It was 

.. taught in the few works available as text books, espe-
THE PRESENT METHOD OF LAW. cially in Blackstone, on whom all the rest have leaned. 

It was a very simple and convenient theory to explain 
Our present treatises almost invariably teach the law I to a beginner, involving far less trouble and expenditure 

as if it were a fixed and unchangeably system, whose I of thought, on the part of either teacher or pupil, than 
rules once committed to memory could be applied with I the theory of law as a progressive science. And if, as 
the same precision with which the artizan and engineer I often happens, the teache!' spent no time on any theory 
applies to his tasks the rules of inanimate nature. If whatever, \mt proceeded at once to lay down, in the 
occ!>sionally it is admitted that a point is in doubt, or briefest and most positive form, the law that had actu
that recent decisions have departed from the former ally been decided in the courts, the listener needed no 
standards, the statement is made as if it involved a con- theorizing to form, indeed, he could hardly help forming 
fession of wea~ness, "ne of those imperfections to which the conception of all the municipal law as a congeries 
all things human are necessarily subject, and which I of positive rules. 
would, of course, be eliminated if the real rule on this Even where some attention was given to the history 
point were discovered and stated. This indeed has I of the law, the eftect of this error much diminished its 
peen for a century past, characteristic of the entire state- value. That history was regarded as useful, simply 
ment of English law. Its causes must be looked for to because it explained the meaning of terms that would 
a great extent in the theories of natural law so current otherwise be meaningless, or the origin of forms that 
in the last century. It being assumed that there was would otherwise be purely arbitrary. Of course, 
in the very nature of things a system of regulations for where this was the object, they were led to select such 
all the varying phenomena of human life, but these parts of the history as presented the most direct and 
were to be ascertained by operations of the reason upon apparent connection with the present law, or rather, 
principles clearly legible in the reason itself, "r in the they selected those fragments which had preserved the 
world around it, the necessal'y inference was that once same name and outward form through a long period, 
learned, such a system must be good for all ages and and rejected whatever by that t('8t seemed obsolete. 
all nations, and that any fluctuations must be due, sim- Thus some ten or a dozen forms of actions were care
ply to some error in the operation. Hence Cicero's fully studied, and some three hundred dismissed as an
famous panegyric upon a law which should be the same tiquated and useless, though it was only by the study of 
at Rome and at Athens, was gravely quoted as apply- these obsolete forms that light could be thrown upon 
ing to a system of law which diftered in every country the processes by which the actions, the jurisdiction, and 

. in Europe, as it does in every State of the Union. This the very existence of the common law and equity courts 
false assumption, by the way, that any rule of law de- were developed. Thus too many pages were wasted 
rived from nature, or in other words, any rule not en- upon the aids and reliefs, and wardships of the feudal 
acted and positive, must be of controlling power, over- system, because they were among the relics that longer 
riding all human enactments, and must be immutable survive. Th~ process or ceremony of homage and 
through all time, has done much to obscure from the fealty were described with tedious minuteness, because 
eyes of the present generation what was really valuable the words fealty and homage were still to bl:! found in 
in the speculations of the great jurists who devoted the books. But of the relations which these ceremonies 
themselves to the expounding of such a law. A single embodied, and of the true nature of that great system 
American writer, the first who approached the subject, upon which wardships and the like were mere excres
had the wisdom to perceive this, and, while using the cences, nothing was said. The evil was greatly in
results of their labors, to point out that)he basis upon creased in this respect, by the habit the law writers 
which they were placed was entirely inconsistent with had of copying one another. Even to-day, one who 
the American theory of government. But his writings has anything to say of feudalism often copies from 
have long been forgotten. Those who followed him Blackstone what Blackstone compiled from Coke, and 
spared themselves the trouble of going beneath the sur- Coke had transcribed from the Mirror or Britton, and 
face, and thought they were avoiding all theories of the Mirror or Britton described, not the feudal system 
law, because they accepted in science the same results as a whol!:!, but the form it had taken in their own day, 
without a word upon their basis, and through them the I with aU the adventitious or crafty changes that had 
false principle was deeply implanted in American, as it bl:!en made io it & in reading what is passed oft' upon 
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us to-day as history, we are often reading, in truth, only perfectly correct rule than in all other ways together. 
the mere surface aspect of great institutions in the time Of course this cannot be entirely avoided by any method 
of the writer, from whom, at third or fourth hand, our of teaching. The most skillful instruction cannot place 
account is borrowed. But to return to the law itself; the tiro on the level with an experienced lawyer. No 
the student who is taught to look only for a positive I:ducational process can, in its very nature, give that 
rule, often finds himself bewildered with countless ex- instinctive perception of the true point in a case which 
ceptions, and qualifications, when if the matter was pre- I is derived from a life-long familiarity with every form of 
sen ted to him in its true aspect, he would see that the I litigation. But education can do much in this way or it 
law itself was undergoing a process of change, and that I can hinder and impede the natural acuteness of the stu
all the diversities were only so many steps by which dent's own mind by its false teachings. It does the lat
some rule, based originally upon some technicality, was ter when it presents the law it the shape I have just 
gradually yielding to more equitable reasons aud the been describing. It helps the student when it teaches 
tendency toward a form which could be clearly per- rum to analyze facts for himseH, and to study their legal 
ceived already, although it might be years before the aspects as elements of certain institutions and relations 
courts should fairly reach the goal. Such a presenta- recognized but not created by the law. In this task the 
tion of the law would not only much diminish the task I Moot Court is an auxiliary of great value, but some
imposed upon his memory, but it would also make rea- j thing more direct than the Moot Court itself should be 
son able and right decisions which would otherwise seem employed~ The desire for success, whether deserved 
the play of the merest caprice. In short, if the law or not, the love of personal display, the temptation to 
were taught as a historical science, never absolutely I rely upon mere quotation may almost neutralize its 
fixed and stationary, but always expanding or contract- value, if the student have not been previously trained in 
ing its rule, and developing its institutions. or gradually processes analogous to those which a lawyer must em
allowing them to decay, such a method would have ploy before his case is ready for trial. This is not the 
over the present every advantage that belongs to the place to describe at length such processes. The object 
true and natural presentation of a science over an arti- of them all should be to compel the student to take in
ficial and forced one. It would be the natural system telligently every step that follows the hearing of his 
of botany against the Linnean, the modern astronomy client's story of his case. If he is allowed to jump at 
against the cycles and epi-cyles of Ptolemy. This is once to the conclusion that it is a case of contract and, 
intimately connected with another defect of our schools therefore, he must recover a sum of money, or a case of 
as compared with the offices. The latter at least ejectment and, therefore. he must have a judgment for 
taught the student how to apply what he learned to some land, he will be utterly helpless when he comes to 
actual cases, if only because it was from an immense the difficult cases, where tven an experienced lawyer 
amount of drudgery, in actual cases that the little he may doubt as to the legal nature of the claim, or the 
learned he derived. right to relief. However simple the case may be the 

But the schools are so busy with teaching the mere student should be required to select from the client's 
rules of law in plain language, in cramming the students story all facts which have a legal significance and pre
for examination, that they have no time to educate him I sent them by themselves. He should then write a 
in the process of applying these rules to the facts of life, : formal opinion in which every step of the reasoning 
nor indeed can they do this so long as they contine i that entitles him to the relief he seeks should appear. 
themselves to a mere routine of lecture and recitation. If the defense can be anticipated, or he is on that side 
The student may spend one year, or two, or three, in the same process should be gone through with as to 
learning all the definitions and rules in the books, and that and finally the very questions to be determined, 
yet be unable to deal with the simplest case that does whether by the court or by the jury, should be distinct
not come exactly within any of his rules or has not the ly formulated before he first looks into the books to 
legal question in it so plainly labeled as to be beyond learn how those questions are answered by the author
mistake. It hardly need be said that the most indis- ities. Of course he may not do all this correctly the 
pensable faculty of all to u lawyer is that by w,hich he first time, or the second; he may have to do it many 
learns what question to ask of the books. This is where times over, upon very simple cases, before he can do it 
no amount of memorizing can possil-Iy help him. with a difficult one. He may feel that it is a great 
Nothing, perhaps, surprises a beginner more than to waste of time to do all this in caSeS so simple that he 
find among all the cases upon a given subject in a large can tell at once from the statement just what the issue 
library not one which is exactly upon all fours with the and perhaps the verdict will be, but he may be sure 
first case perhaps that a client brings him. Nothing that the time thus spent will be worth fat more to him 
puzzles him more than to determine among which of than the memorizing of rules. It will enable him to do 
several groups of cases, all about equally resembling it, I intelligently and as an expert what many a practicing 
he may find a solution he may trust. It is the expe- lawyer does only as an empyric, and more than all, it 
rience of every teacher that more mistakes are made by i will train him in the most difficult problem of the whole 
good students .through the mistaken application of a ' science, the accurate distinction of law from fact. 
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if they felt as sure of their success as we do we would 
men'tion their names, but under the circumstances we 
are obliged to abstain from being personal. They are 
aU very modest young men. 

--Less than one-third of the Law student will leave 
town during the spring vacation. The class will go on, 
after the usual examination, with the subject of Bail-

, -On the afternoon of Wedne day, the 17th inst., the 
La w Class held its election for Class officers for the 
Spring Term. Unlike the elections held heretofore, 
this was one of the quietest, most orderly, and harmoni
ous election ever held in the old lecture room. In fact, 
the occasion was characterized by too much quietness, 
sobriety, and order. The boys acted more like dum
mies or Quakers, than young men fun of feeling, life, 

ments. and patriotism. The assembly was caned to order by 
President Sears, who in a voice barely above a whisper, -Ali the warm weather approaches, the ambition of 
stated the object of the meeting. There followed an the average" Law" recedes and becomes more a thing 
t'mmoderate pause, which seemed to us like a young of the past. 

Quaker meeting. After a great number of ;:::==================== 
golden moments had winged their rapid fA MAN 
flight to eternity, three tellers were appoint-
ed. Then came another season of silence, , _ " _ _ 
after which the American citizens began to 
think of exercising the right of sufli·age. 
They cast their eyes about for a suitable 
candidate, but no one could be found who 
would consent to run for the exalted position 
of editor. Absolutely no one. Each man 
looked at his neighbor, and urged his friend 
in a very mild way. One man from Illinois, 
actually sighed l or General Grant. At last, 
after much petting and coa 'ing and mild 
urging, a candidate was found, and in due 
time, after much cultivation of the pause was I 
duly elected. In this manner the officers of 
the Class were chosen. 

The entire afternoon was consumed, on 
account of the time that was allowed to pass 
by unimproved. At times the silence was 
remarkable. The dropping of a pin might 
have been heard. The ticking of the old 
clock, the heart-beatings of the calm and al
most lifeless assembly might have been heard. 
Never do we want to get into such a quiet 
meeting again. It is no fun; it is no pleasure. 
The two or three speeches that were made 
were spoken scarcely above a whisper. 

When we feel a desire to attenu such 
meetings again, we'll join the Quakers anlj 
not sufier ourselves to be dragged into a 
class election. 

J. R. Lane, President; Like, Vice-Presi
dent· Strong Secretar)" ]efire\' Trea urer' , , '." , 
Todd, Editor ; are the Class officers for the 
Spring term. They are just the men for the 
positions to which they have been called. 
Better elections could not have been made. 

-Some six members of the Class will appear 
befor~ the Examining Committee as ct\l1{:i
date for admission to the bar fit the clOSt! of 
the term. We feel certain that they will, one 
and all, pass a satisfactory examination, and 
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